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Schema matching is one of the key challenges in the process of integrating heterogeneous 

databases which identifies the correspondences among different elements of databases’ schemas. 
There are several semi-automatic schema matching algorithms, however these algorithms do not 
exploit most of the available information related to schemas during the process of schema matching 
which affects on the accuracy of schema matching result. In this paper, we proposed a domain 
independent schema matching approach which utilized both the structural and semantic information 
during the process of schema matching and offered database integration without user intervention. In 
order to ensure the correctness of our proposed approach, we provide a proof on the validation of our 
proposed approach in terms of maintaining the properties of the initial input schemas as well as the 
characteristics of the relational model. In comparison with previous approaches, our proposed 
approach produced better global schemas during integration process.  

  
Keywords: Database integration, Schema matching, Heterogeneous, Biomedical database. 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

Schema matching is the core operation in database integration which provides interoperating among 
heterogeneous database systems [1-4]. Typically, schema matching provides a mapping between 
different elements of two schemas [1, 5, 6]. A schema matcher is a binary operation which takes two 
schemas as input and determines their corresponding elements. Generally, the determination of all 
matches between elements of two schemas is not possible due to the existence of semantic in input 
schemas. Therefore, a schema matcher should only provide match candidates through a user interface 
in such a way that users can accept, reject, or change them. There are some systems providing special 
user interfaces for tuning match configurations like systems proposed by [3, 7-10].  

Currently, several semi-automatic schema matching algorithms have been proposed to determine 
matches between different elements of two schemas. The most famous ones are SEMINT [4], Cupid 
[11], Similarity Flooding (SF) [12], iMAP [13], and CSM [14]. 

This paper considers the process of schema integration for relational data model since it is the most 
dominant model and many distributed database applications are still adopting it [15]. Due to its simple 
structure (table form), many users prefer to use it such as the biomedical scientists where many existing 
biomedical databases for instance GeneCards, Health Information Resource Database, Stanford HIV 
Drug Resistance Database (HIV DB), and Chronus are developed based on this model [16]. 

In relational data model, most of the approaches that concentrate on contributing solutions to the 
issues of schema matching exploit the element name of the schemas including name of relations and 
name of attributes [4, 11-13, 17]. Some of these research works such as [11, 13, 14] use the data type 
and the domain (constraint) of the attribute to improve the performance of the schema matching 
process. While research works such as [4, 11] utilize auxiliary sources, for instance DBMS catalog, to 
get further descriptions of the entity/attribute names. To the best of our knowledge, the approaches 
proposed by [4, 11, 13] employ the most available information (structure [11], name of element,  
description [4, 11], data type [11, 13], domain [13], instances, and key constraints [4]) compared to the 
others. Although the approaches proposed by [4, 11, 13] employ the most available information related 
to schemas, but none of them have considered name of element, description, domain, instances, data 
type, and key constraints in a single solution. This can be clearly seen from the Table 1.  

In addition, some of these approaches are domain dependent as rules specific to the domain are 
required during the matching process [4, 11-14, 17]. As a result, the previous approaches are not 
general to be used in practice. Moreover, their solutions are semi-automated and thus user intervention 
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is required to ensure that the global schemas derived based on their approaches maintain the properties 
of relational model.   

This research was conducted to address the above limitations in which we believe that the more 
information related to schemas is utilized, the more accurate the results of the schema matching 
process. We also attempt to reduce the involvement of the user by automatically ensuring that the 
generated global schemas will maintain the properties of the relational model. Also, as we attempt to 
propose a solution which is domain independent, thus rules specific to a domain are not required. Thus, 
we attempt to achieve a schema matching solution with the following features: good accuracy, 
automated, and domain independent. Hence, the main contributions of this paper are summarized as 
follows: 

 
• We proposed an approach for integrating different schemas through schema matching by exploiting 

both the structural and semantic information. Our proposed approach is domain independent and 
therefore, a predefined knowledge of the domain is not required during schema matching process. 

• We proved the correctness of the integrated schemas (global schemas) produced by our proposed 
approach in maintaining the properties of the initial input schemas as well as the characteristics of 
the relational model. 

• We performed several analyses to demonstrate that our proposed approach produced better global 
schemas during integration process compared to previous approaches. 
 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we review and categorize the previous researches 

related to schema matching in Section 2. In Section 3, our proposed approach which integrates 
heterogeneous database schemas through schema matching is explained. In Section 4, we discuss the 
performance of our proposed approach through several analyses. Finally, we conclude the paper in 
Section 5. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Schema matching has been explored by many researchers in various data models such as ER data 
model [18, 19], relational data model [20, 21], and XML data model [22-24, 47, 48]. Generally, schema 
matching approaches can be classified into three categories regardless of the data model [5, 25]: 

 
• Individual Matching Approaches: These kinds of approaches use only single criteria during the 

process of schema matching. 
• Hybrid Matching Approaches [4, 11, 26]: These kinds of approaches use multiple criteria during 

schema matching process. 
• Composite Matching Approaches [27, 28]:  These kinds of approaches combine the results of 

individual approaches during the process of schema matching. 
 

Based on the above classification, individual matching approaches are the building blocks of hybrid 
and composite matching approaches. We can classify individual matching approaches into: 

 
• Schema Level versus Instance Level: Schema level approaches [29, 30] only consider the schema 

level information during the process of matching such as structure of elements, data type, etc. while 
instance level approaches [31-33] check content of elements as well. 

• Element Matching versus Structural Matching: Element matching approaches [4, 26] consider 
matching between atomic elements such as attributes while structural matching approaches [11, 27] 
consider the combination of elements by comparing the sets of attributes. 

• Language versus Constraints: Language based approaches [12, 34, 35] use the linguistic techniques 
during the matching process while constraint based approaches deal with the constraints defined on 
attributes [12, 36].  

• Matching Cardinality: The result of schema matching process may relate one or more elements of 
schema to one or more elements of the other and therefore, such a process produces different match 
cardinalities at the instance level which are 1:1 [4, 11-14, 26, 37], 1:n [14, 37], n:1 [11, 14, 37], and 
n:m [14, 37]. 
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• Auxiliary Information: Auxiliary information is often used during the process of schema matching 
such as dictionaries, thesaurus [11], ontology based information [38-40], etc.   
 
The works presented in [47] and [48] focused on XML data model similar to the works reported in 

[22-24]. Thus, the structure of the XML schema (hierarchical features of XML schema) is one of the 
important elements that is considered in the solution of scheme matching process, which include 
ancestor context, immediate descendant context, leaf context, and node. Our solution is assuming a 
relational data model due to the reason mentioned above. Since, the relational model has simple 
structure, thus the ancestor context, immediate descendant context, leaf context, and node are not 
relevant in our solution. While, the work presented in [48] has different intention/aim, i.e. they 
proposed a metadata model that defined an abstract representation of a multimedia document and 
which encapsulated the most common metadata standards information. 

Table 1 summarizes the previous works, based on the taxonomy proposed by [5]. Here, only those 
works focusing on relational model are presented. It is observed that none of the previous works have 
considered name of element, description, domain, instances, data type, and key constraints in a single 
solution. This paper takes the challenge to address the above limitations in matching schemas where 
different database designers have the tendency to use different names in naming the elements of the 
schemas (schema names, attribute names) as well as assigning different data types and roles to an 
attribute of a schema. Thus, in this paper, we attempt to use most of the information related to schemas 
during the process of schema matching. 
 

Table 1. Summarization of the Elements used by the Previous Schema Matching Approaches  
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[4] Relational 1:1 - √ 
DBMS 
Catalog 

- √ √ - √ - 

[13] Relational m:n - √ - √ - - √ √ - 

[14] Relational 
1:1 
and 
m:n 

- √ - √ - - - √ 
- 

[17] 
Relational, 

RDF 
1:1 - √ - - - - - √ Synonyms 

[12] 
Relational, 
RDF, and 

XML 

1:1 
and 
m:n 

√ √ - - - - - - - 

[11] 
XML and 
Relational 

1:1 
and 
m:n 

√ (name 
of nodes) 

√ Thesaurus √ - - - √ 
Synonyms, 

abbreviations 

3.  THE PROPOSED APPROACH 

In presenting our proposed approach to integrate different schemas, we use the following databases’ 
schemas which are taken from the biomedical domain. Note that only parts of the databases are shown 
due to space limitation. 

 
Gene Database: 
Gene (GID, Organism, Name, CHRO, Ref, Nucl, Comments, Strend) 
Organism (Organism, Organ_Name, Symbol, DBx, Description) 
 
Gene_Product Database: 
GeneProduct (ID, Symbol, DBxref, Species, Type, Full_Name) 
Chromo (ChromoID, ChromoName, Type, Description) 
Species (Species, SpName, Sploc, ChromoID, Comments) 
 
Cistron Database: 
Organism (Organism, OrgName, CHRO, DBReference, Description) 
Cistron (CistronID, C_Name, Organism, Symbol) 
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Genome Database: 
Genome (Gene_ID, Species, CHR, Strend, Gene_Name, Description) 
Gene_Chromosome (CHRO, CHR_Name, CHR_Type, Symbol, Description) 
 

In general, the schema integration process comprises of three main phases, namely: (i) Pre-
integration: schemas are analyzed before integration to decide upon some integration policies such as 
the choice of schemas to be integrated, the order of schemas for integration, and a possible assignment 
of preferences to entire schemas or portions of schemas. (ii) Comparing and Conforming: schemas are 
compared to determine the correspondences among concepts and detect possible conflicts. Once 
conflicts are detected, an effort is made to resolve them in such a way that the merging of various 
schemas is possible. (iii) Merging and Restructuring: schemas are merged to generate intermediate 
integrated schema(s). Then, the intermediate schemas are analyzed to ensure whether the semantic of 
input schemas are kept or not. In some cases, they may be restructured in order to achieve better 
results. In the following, we explain each phase based on our proposed approach in more detail. 

 
3.1 Pre-integration  

 
In this phase, users will decide which schemas to be integrated. As our approach is domain 

independent, thus no rules related to a domain are needed during the pre-integration phase.  
 

3.2 Comparing and Conforming Schemas 
 

The requirement of schema matching process is the use of available information as much as 
possible during the process of schema matching in order to obtain more accurate results [5, 14, 37]. Our 
approach attempts to exploit the various elements of relational databases’ schemas during the matching 
process before the integration process can be realized. Hence, we proposed an approach for matching 
relational databases’ schemas by utilizing five matchers, namely: Relation Schemas Matcher (RSM), 
Attribute Name Matcher (ANM), Data Type Matcher (DTM), Constraint Matcher (CM), and Instance 
Data Matcher (IDM). Each matcher calculates and records the percentage of similarities between the 
elements being compared. The symbol δ-M(E1, E2) is used to denote the percentage of similarities 
between elements E1 and E2 where M is RSM, ANM, DTM, CM, or IDM; and E1 and E2 are either 
relation schemas or attributes.  

Matching the databases’ schemas based on the name of schemas and the name of attributes are 
accomplished using the following methods: 

 
(i) n-gram: Strings are compared according to their set of n-grams, i.e. sequences of n characters [44]. 

An n-gram is a sub-sequence of n characters from a given sequence. The percentage of similarities 
between two elements E1 and E2 is calculated based on the following formula: 
 

|2 × ∑ � ∈ � − 	
���1� ∩ � − 	
���2� × log ���|
| ∑ � ∈ � − 	
���1� × log ���| + | ∑ � ∈ � − 	
���2� × log ���|

                              1� 

 
 where n-gram(E1) and n-gram(E2) are the sets of n-gram in E1 and E2, respectively, and P(t) is the 

probability of an n-gram occurring in an element. The value of n used in our work is 2, which is the 
value used in previous works [4, 12, 13, 14, 17]. 

 
(ii)  synonym: Terms with different spelling but having the same meaning are known as synonym. To 

check the synonyms of terms, the WordNet [43] dictionary is used. The percentage of similarities is 
100 if the terms compared exist as synonyms in the WordNet dictionary, 0 if the terms compared 
exist in the WordNet dictionary but not as synonyms, and ‘-‘ if one or both of the terms are not in 
the WordNet dictionary. 

 
We apply both the n-gram and synonym methods during the process of matching based on the name 

of schemas and the name of attributes in order to obtain more accurate results. 
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3.2.1  Relation Schemas Matcher (RSM) 
 

The Relation Schemas Matcher (RSM) is the first matcher applied in our proposed approach. Given 
a set of databases D = {D1, D2, D3, …, DP} and a set of relation schemas R = {R11, R12, …, R1D1, …, 
RP1, RP2, …, RPDP} where Rij is the jth relation schema of the ith database, the Relation Schemas 
Matcher attempts to identify those relation schemas that are similar (matched). After identifying the 
similar relation schemas, they are grouped into a set of matched schemas PS = {PS1, PS2, …, PSm}, 
where each PSv contains the relation schemas that are identified similar by the Relation Schemas 
Matcher. In identifying the similarities between two relation schemas Riq and Rjr of two different 
databases Di and Dj not only the names of the schemas (syntactically or semantically) are compared but 
also the primary key attributes of those schemas are compared together. This is due to the fact that two 
relation schemas having strong similarities either syntactically or semantically with respect to their 
names may have different primary key attributes and therefore cannot be integrated as a single schema. 

The Relation Schemas Matcher works in four main steps. In the first step, the Relation Schemas 
Matcher compares two relation schemas Riq and Rjr of two different databases Di and Dj to identify 
similarities between them. The comparison is based on the name of the relation schemas. There are n × 
m comparisons if Di consists of n relation schemas and Dj consists of m relation schemas. The n-gram 
and synonym methods are used in measuring the percentage of similarities between these schemas. If 
similarities exist between them, before they are considered as candidate for integration, the primary key 
attributes of the matched schemas are compared to ensure that these schemas have the same primary 
key attribute with the same data type. The n-gram method returns the percentage of similarities 
between the names of two relation schemas while the synonym method returns either 100%, 0%, or ‘-‘ 
depends on the existence of the name of the relation schemas in the WordNet dictionary. In some cases, 
it is observed that the two methods produced results that contradicted to each other. To resolve the 
contradiction, we defined a set of rules to decide the final result of the comparison. Table 2 shows the 
set of rules in determining the percentage of similarity between two relation schemas when both n-
gram and synonym methods are used. The final percentage of similarities is calculated based on 
max(percentage of similarities based on n-gram, percentage of similarities based on synonym). It is 
assumed that max(V, -) = V, while max(V, 0) = 0, where 0 ≤ V ≤ 100.  

 
Table 2. Rules when Blending both n-gram and synonym Methods 

Rule 
% of  similarities based on 

n-gram 
% of similarities based on 

Synonym 
% of  similarities based on 

n-gram and synonym 
Results 

1 0 0 0 Not match 
2 0 - 0 Not match 
3 0 100 100 Match 
4 100 100 (by default) 100 Match 
5 ≠ 100, ≠ 0 0 0 Not match 
6 ≠ 100, ≠ 0 - ≠ 100, ≠ 0 Match 
7 ≠ 100, ≠ 0 100 100 Match 

 
For example, Table 3 shows the percentage of similarities produced when the Relation Schemas 

Matcher is applied to the schemas of the Gene and Gene_Product databases. As shown in Table 3, 
utilizing only the n-gram method results in a single pair (Gene, GeneProduct) as the candidate for 
integration, while applying the synonym method alone produces the following pair (Organism, 
Species) as the candidate for integration. In our proposed approach, the pairs (Gene, GeneProduct) and 
(Organism, Species) are candidate pairs for integration. This clearly shows that relying on only one of 
the methods will not produce correct candidates for integration.  

 
Table 3. Applying the Relation Schemas Matcher to the Relation Schemas of Gene and Gene_Product 
Schemas of 

Gene database 
Schemas of 

Gene_Product database 
% of  similarities 
based on n-gram 

% of similarities 
based on synonym 

% of  similarities based 
on n-gram and synonym 

Gene GeneProduct 46.5 - 46.5 
Gene Chromo 0 0 0 
Gene Species 0 0 0 
Organism GeneProduct 0 - 0 
Organism Chromo 0 0 0 
Organism Species 0 100 100 
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It is possible that a relation schema Riq might match with more than one relation schema of a 
database, let say Rjr and Rjr+1. In this case, there are two groups of matched schemas PSv = {Riq, Rjr} 
and PSv+1 = {Riq, Rjr+1}.  

In the second step, the Relation Schemas Matcher compares the elements of each group of PS to the 
elements of the other groups in PS and removes the groups that contain at least a common relation. In 
this step, the group with the highest percentage of similarities is remained while the others are 
removed. Thus, the percentage of similarities between Riq, Rjr of PSv is compared to the percentage of 
similarities between Riq, Rjr+1 of PSv+1 and the group with the highest percentage is remained in PS 
while the other one is removed from PS.  

In the third step, the Relation Schemas Matcher gathers the non-matched relation schemas and 
groups them in a group, NPS.  

The last step of Relation Schemas Matcher, Step 4, is only performed when more than two 
databases are to be integrated. In this step, each relation schema Rkl of the database Dk is compared to 
the elements of each group in PS. If no match is found then Rkl is compared to each element of the NPS. 
If similarities exist between Rkl and an element of PSv then Rkl is appended into PSv while if similarities 
exist between Rkl and an element of NPS, say Rnp, then the group {Rkl, Rnp} is appended into PS and Rnp 
is removed from NPS. This process is repeated until all groups of PS and/or all elements in NPS have 
been compared. Assume PS contains s groups with total of t elements and NPS consists of u elements. 
The number of comparisons performed in the worst case for the relation schema Rkl is t + u. Now, 
assume v is the number of relation schemas of the database Dk, the number of comparisons for all 
relation schemas of the database Dk is (t + u) × v. After performing Step 4, Step 2 must be performed 
again in order to remove the groups with common elements. The Relation Schemas Matcher attempts 
to find the best possible match for each relation schema Riq. The algorithm of the Relation Schemas 
Matcher is illustrated in Fig. 1 while the detail steps are given in the Appendix (Fig. A1). 

 
Input:  A set of databases, D = {D1, D2, D3, …, DP}; A set of relation schemas, R = {R11, R12, …, R1D1, …, RP1, 
RP2, …, RPDP} where Rij is the jth relation schema of the ith database. 
Output:  A set of relation schemas that are matched, PS = {PS1, PS2, …, PSm}. 
Begin 

PS = {}, NPS = {} 
Step 1: Select two databases and compare each relation schema R1q of the database D1 to each relation 

schema R2r of the database D2. For each pair of relation schemas that are matched, group this pair in a 
group, PSv. 

Step 2: Compare the elements of the different groups to each other and removes the groups that contain at 
least a common relation. The group with the highest percentage of similarities is remained, while the others 
are removed.  

Step 3: Gather the non-matched relation schemas and group them in a group, NPS. 
Step 4: Compare each relation schema Rkl of the database Dk to each relation schema in PSv and/or to each 

relation schema in NPS.  
            If (similarities exist between the relation schema Rkl and the element Rxm in PSv) then  
                               Append the element Rkl into PSv   
            Else if (similarities exist between the relation schema Rkl and the element Rnp in NPS) then  
                               Append the group {Rkl, Rnp} into PS  and remove Rnp from NPS.  
            Repeat Step 2 to remove the groups containing at least a common relation. 

End 

Fig. 1. The Relation Schemas Matcher (RSM) Algorithm 
 

After identifying two relation schemas are similar by the Relation Schemas Matcher, the process of 
identifying the correspondences between attributes of these two schemas is performed. Four types of 
matchers are applied, namely: Attribute Name Matcher (ANM), Data Type Matcher (DTM), Constraint 
Matcher (CM), and Instance Data Matcher (IDM) in order to determine whether two attributes from 
two different schemas are similar or not. In the Appendix, Fig. A2 shows the flows of matching the 
elements of relation schemas based on our proposed approach. Basically, the algorithm consists of two 
main steps: 

 
Step 1: Select two relations from the group of matched relations PSv;  Compare each attribute Aiqt of 
the relation Riq to each attribute Akls of the relation Rkl using the Attribute Name Matcher (ANM), Data 
Type Matcher (DTM), Constraint Matcher (CM), and Instance Data Matcher (IDM); Group each 
matched attributes into a group, PAvg. 
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Step 2: Remove the elements (attributes) that appear in more than one group from the groups of 
matched attributes PAvg; the group with the highest percentage of similarities will maintain the 
elements while groups with lower percentage of similarities will not have the elements. Finally each 
group will have distinct elements of attributes. 

 
3.2.2  Attribute Name Matcher (ANM) 

 
The Attribute Name Matcher (ANM) determines whether the names of two attributes are similar or 

not by calculating the percentage of similarities between their names. The Attribute Name Matcher 
uses both the n-gram and synonym methods to calculate the percentage of similarities between the 
names of two attributes. Therefore, the set of rules presented in Table 2 is applied to the Attribute 
Name Matcher similar to the Relation Schemas Matcher. Assume that the relation schemas Riq and Rjr  
are identified as candidates for integration by the Relation Schemas Matcher and they consist of k and l 
attributes, respectively. Therefore, the number of comparisons performed by the Attribute Name 
Matcher is k × l in the worst case. Fig. 2 shows the algorithm of the Attribute Name Matcher. 

For example, based on the results of the Relation Schemas Matcher, the attributes of the relation 
Gene, namely: GID, Organism, Name, CHRO, Ref, Nucl, Comments, and Strend are compared to the 
attributes of the relation GeneProduct, namely: ID, Symbol, DBxref, Species, Type, and Full_Name. 
Thus, the number of comparisons is 48. Table 4 shows only those comparisons that reveal the 
existence of similarities between the attributes due to space limitation. The pairs that are identified 
similar are (GID, ID), (Ref, DBxref), (Strend, DBxref), (Organism, Species), (Name, Full_Name), and 
(Comments, Full_Name). 

 
Input:  A pair of attributes, (Aiqt, Akls).  
Output:  Matched (True/False). 
Begin 

Matched = False 
δ-ANM n-gram ← percentage(n-gram(Aiqt, Akls)) 
δ-ANM synonym ← percentage(synonym(Aiqt, Akls)) 
If δ-ANM synonym = 100 or (δ-ANM synonym = ‘-‘ and δ-ANM n-gram > 0) 

then Matched = True 
End 

Fig. 2. The Attribute Name Matcher (ANM) Algorithm  
 

Table 4. Applying the Attribute Name Matcher to the Attributes of Gene and GeneProduct 
Attributes of 

Gene 
Attributes of 

Gene_Product 
% of  similarities 
based on n-gram 

% of similarities 
based on synonym 

% of  similarities based 
on n-gram and synonym 

GID ID 66 - 66 
Ref DBxref 57 - 57 
Strend DBxref 20 - 20 
Organism Species 0 100 100 
Name Full_Name 60 - 60 
Comments Full_Name 14 - 14 
 

Once a pair of attributes is identified similar by the Attribute Name Matcher, it is not convinced 
enough to conclude that the pair of attributes should be merged as a single attribute. This is due to the 
fact that the attributes might have different data types or even different roles which prohibit both 
attributes to be merged as a single attribute even if the percentage of similarities identified by the 
Attribute Name Matcher is 100. For this reason, the Data Type Matcher and Constraint Matcher are 
applied to the pair of attributes which is a candidate pair to be merged. 
 
3.2.3  Data Type Matcher (DTM) 

 
The Data Type Matcher (DTM) determines whether the data types of two attributes are similar or 

not by exploiting a data type synonym table. Table 5 shows the data type synonym table which 
specifies the degree of compatibility between a set of predefined generic data types.  
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Table 5. Data Type Synonym Table 
binary varying = varbinary 
char varying = varchar 
character = char 
character(n) = char(n) 
character varying(n) = varchar(n) 
dec = decimal 
double precision = float 
float[(n)] for n = 1-7 = real 
float[(n)] for n = 8-15 = float 
integer = int 
national char(n) = nchar(n) 
national character varying(n) = nvarchar(n) 
national char varying(n) = nvarchar(n) 
national text = ntext 
timestamp = rowversion 

 
The algorithm of the Data Type Matcher is illustrated in Fig. 3. Table 6 illustrates the results of 

applying the Data Type Matcher to the example given in Table 4. Note that only those pairs of 
attributes that are found to be similar by the Attribute Name Matcher are further processed by the Data 
Type Matcher. Here, the percentage of similarities is 100 if the pair of attributes is matched based on 
data type and 0 otherwise. 
 
Input:  A pair of attributes, (Aiqt, Akls); the data type of attribute Aiqt, DT-Aiqt; the data type of attribute Akls, DT-Akls. 
Output:  Matched (True/False). 
Begin 

Matched = False 
Check the similarities between DT-Aiqt and DT-Akls based on the data type synonym table 
If (similar) then δ-DTM = 100  
Else δ-DTM = 0 
If δ-DTM  = 100 then Matched = True 

End 
Fig. 3.  The Data Type Matcher (DTM) Algorithm  

 
Table 6. Applying the Data Type Matcher to the Attributes of Gene and GeneProduct 

Gene Relation GeneProduct Relation Results 
Attribute Data Type Attribute Data Type 

GID Integer ID Integer Match 
Ref Varchar2 DBxref Varchar2 Match 
Strend Integer DBxref Varchar2 Not Match 
Organism Integer Species Integer Match 
Name Char Full_Name Char Match 
Comments Varchar2 Full_Name Char Not Match 

 
Based on the results in Table 4, although the attributes Strend and DBxref have 20% similarity as 

indicated by the Attribute Name Matcher but they have different data types and therefore, they cannot 
be merged together. This reduces the number of pairs to be verified by the Constraint Matcher. 

 
3.2.4  Constraint Matcher (CM) 

 
The Constraint Matcher (CM) checks whether two attributes share the same constraints or not by 

comparing their roles. Typically, a pair of attributes is matched if they have the same role (100% 
similarities) and not otherwise (0% similarities). In the case that both attributes have the role of foreign 
key, they are further verified by the Instance Data Matcher (IDM) to check whether they share some 
similar values (populated data) or not. This kind of checking is required to ensure that these two 
attributes are referring to the same attribute (i.e. having the same referenced attribute) before they are 
actually being merged. Fig. 4 shows the algorithm of the Constraint Matcher. 
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Input:  A pair of attributes, (Aiqt, Akls); the role of attribute Aiqt, R-Aiqt; the role of attribute Akls, R-Akls. 
Output:  Matched (True/False). 
Begin 

Matched = False 
If R-Aiqt = R-Akls then δ-CM = 100 
Else δ-CM = 0 
If δ-CM = 100 then 
Begin 
   If R-Aiqt = foreign key then  
   Begin 
      tempMatch = Instance Data Matcher (Aiqt, Akls) 
      If tempMatched then Matched = True 
   End 
   Else Matched = True 
End 

End 

Fig. 4.  The Constraint Matcher (CM) Algorithm 
 

Table 7 illustrates the results of applying the Constraint Matcher to the results given in Table 6. As 
a result, the pairs that are identified matched by the Constraint Matcher are the pairs that will be 
merged into a single attribute, while other attributes remain as they are. 
 

Table 7. Applying the Constraint Matcher to the Attributes of Gene and GeneProduct 
Gene Relation GeneProduct Relation Results 

Attribute Constraint Attribute Constraint 
GID Primary Key ID Primary Key Match 
Ref Foreign Key DBxref Foreign Key Match* 
Organism Foreign Key Species Foreign Key Match* 
Name - Full_Name - Match 
Note: * This result is obtained after checking the populated data. 

 
3.2.5  Instance Data Matcher (IDM) 

 
The Data Type Matcher and Constraint Matcher are applied accordingly to the pairs of attributes 

that are identified similar by the Attribute Name Matcher. There are some cases where a pair of 
attributes is detected not similar by the Attribute Name Matcher but these attributes have similarities 
with respect to the populated data in their columns. The Instance Data Matcher (IDM) determines 
whether two attributes have similarities based on their populated data or not. Only non-prime attributes 
are considered by this matcher as prime attributes should have unique values. In the case that there are 
similarities between the populated data of two attributes, they are further verified by the Data Type 
Matcher and Constraint Matcher to check their data types and roles, respectively. The final decision as 
whether to merge the pair of attributes depends on the results from each of the matcher as discussed 
earlier. Fig. 5 shows the algorithm of the Instance Data Matcher. 
 

Input:  A pair of attributes, (Aiqt, Akls); the set of instance data of Aiqt, ID-Aiqt; the set of instance data of Akls, 
ID-Akls. 
Output:  Matched (True/False). 
Begin 

Matched = False 
Let TID be the total of instance data in ID-Aiqt 
counter = 0 
For each instance data, id, in ID-Aiqt do 
Begin  

If id ∈ ID-Akls then counter = counter + 1 
End  
δ-IDM = counter/TID * 100 
If δ-IDM ≥ 50 then Matched = True 

End 

Fig. 5.  The Instance Data Matcher (IDM) Algorithm 
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For example, the attribute Nucl in Gene relation and the attribute Type in Gene_Product relation 
are found not matched by the Attribute Name Matcher. After applying the Instance Data Matcher, it is 
found that both attributes are matched with 67% similarities with respect to their instance data. 
Consequently, these attributes are considered as a pair of attributes that is matched after verified by the 
Data Type Matcher and the Constraint Matcher. Table 8 summarizes the descriptions of each of the 
matcher presented in this section. 

 
3.3 Merging and Restructuring  

 
The final phase of the schema integration process, merging and restructuring, merges those pairs of 

schemas that are identified matched, while those schemas that are not matched remain as they are. The 
inputs to this phase are the m groups of matched relations, PS1, PS2, …, PSm, which are identified 
similar by the Relation Schemas Matcher and the groups of matched attributes, PA11, PA12, …, PA1PS1, 
…, PA21, PA22, …, PA2PS2, …, PAm1, PAm2, …, PAmPSm, which are identified similar by the Attribute 
Name Matcher, Data Type Matcher, Constraint Matcher, and Instance Data Matcher. In this phase, the 
first attribute, AFE, from each group of matched attributes, PAvx, that belongs to the group of matched 
relations, PSv, is selected to create an intermediate schema ISg. Once the intermediate schema ISg is 
created for each group of matched relations, they will be merged into a global schema, GS. The 
algorithm of merging and restructuring the groups of relation schemas into global schemas is 
illustrated in Fig. 6. 

 
Table 8. The Different Type of Matchers 

Matcher Description 
Relation Schemas 
Matcher (RSM) 

Take two relation schemas and calculate the percentage of similarities between their names by 
utilizing the n-gram and synonym methods.  

Attribute Name 
Matcher (ANM) 

Take two attributes and calculate the percentage of similarities between their names by 
utilizing the n-gram and synonym methods. 

Data Type 
Matcher (DTM) 

Take two attributes and compare the percentage of similarities between their data types by 
exploiting a synonym table specifying the degree of compatibility between a set of predefined 
generic data types. A pair of attributes is matched if they have the same/similar data types 
(100% similarities) and not otherwise (0% similarities). 

Constraint 
Matcher (CM) 

Take two attributes and compare the percentage of similarities between their roles. A pair of 
attributes is matched if they have the same role (100% similarities) and not otherwise (0% 
similarities).  

Instance Data 
Matcher (IDM) 

Take two attributes and compare the percentage of similarities between the two attributes based 
on their populated data. If there are similarities between their populated data then the pair of 
attributes is further verified by the data type and constraint matchers to check their data type 
and their roles. 

 
Input:  A group of matched relations, PS = {PS1, PS2, …, PSm}; a group of matched attributes, PA = {PA11, 
PA12, …, PA1PS1, …, PA21, PA22,…, PA2PS2, …, PAm1, PAm2, …, PAmPSm}. 
Output:  A set of Intermediate Schemas IS and Global Schema GS. 
Begin 
       GS = {} 
       g = 1 

  For v = 1 to m do 
  Begin  
      ISg = {} 
      For x = 1 to PSv do 
      Begin 
          Get the first element of PAvx, AFE 
          ISg = ISg  ∪ { AFE}  
      End 
      GS = GS ∪ { ISg}  
      g = g + 1 
  End 

End 

Fig. 6. The Algorithm of Merging and Restructuring 
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For example, the matched attributes for the relation schemas Gene, GeneProduct, and Cistron are 
(GID, ID, CistronID), (Ref, DBxref), (Organism, Species, Organism), (Name, Full_Name, C_Name), 
and (Symbol, Symbol) are found matched by the Attribute Name Matcher, Data Type Matcher, and 
Constraint Matcher, and (Nucl, Type) is found matched by the Instance Data Matcher. Thus, PA = 
{( GID, ID, CistronID), (Ref, DBxref), (Organism, Species, Organism), (Name, Full_Name, C_Name), 
(Symbol, Symbol), (Nucl, Type), (CHRO), (Comments), (Strend)}. The intermediate schema for this 
example is: Gene (GID, Name, Organism, CHRO, Ref, Nucl, Strend, Symbol, Comments). 

Validation of schema matching is an essential task in the process of database integration [41]. In 
the following, we show that the properties of the input schemas as well as the characteristics of the 
relational model are maintained when input schemas are integrated into a global schema in our 
proposed approach. 
I. The properties of a primary key attribute. Consider the general case which is illustrated in Table 9. 

Given the input schemas, R(A1, A2, …, An) of D1 and S(B1, B2, …, Bm) of D2, the properties of the 
primary keys of the input schemas are maintained in the derived global schema R-S(A1-B1, C1, …, Ck). 
 
(a) The primary key A1 of R and the primary key B1 of S still maintain their roles as primary key in the 

derived global schema R-S. The properties of the primary keys of the input schemas are violated if: 
 

• The primary key A1 of R or the primary key B1 of S is not the primary key of R-S. The matching 
rules in our proposed approach never change the role of an attribute and thus the attributes A1 

and B1 will still maintain their roles as primary key in the derived global schema. 
• A non-prime attribute Ai of R or a non-prime attribute Bj of S is the primary key of R-S. The 

matching rules in our proposed approach never change the role of an attribute and thus a non-
prime attribute will never be a primary key in the derived global schema. 

• Both the primary key A1 of R and the primary key B1 of S are not the primary key of R-S. The 
matching rules in our proposed approach never change the role of an attribute, and thus the 
attributes A1 and B1 will still maintain their roles as primary key in the derived global schema. 
 

Table 9. The Matching Process for Primary Key Attribute 
Input/Output Matching Rules 
Input: 
D1: R(A1, A2, …, An) 
D2: S(B1, B2, …, Bm) 
 
Output: 
R-S(A1-B1, C1, …, Ck) 
 

Relation Level: 
 
δ-RSM(R, S) ≠ 0 
 
Attribute Level: 
 
(a) Primary keys A1 and B1 are merged as A1-B1. 
 
δ-ANM(A1, B1) ≠ 0, δ-DTM(A1, B1) = 100%, and δ-CM(A1, B1) = 100% 
 
(b) Non-prime attributes Ai and Bj are merged as Cl. 
 
δ-ANM(Ai, Bj) ≠ 0 or δ-IDM(Ai, Bj) ≥ 50%, 
δ-DTM(Ai, Bj) = 100%, and δ-CM(Ai, Bj) = 100% 
 
(c) Other attributes are maintained as they are. 

 
(b) The values of the primary key A1-B1 in the derived global schema R-S are unique. Since A1 and B1 

are the primary keys of R and S, respectively, their values are unique. The uniqueness property of 
primary key is violated if there are duplicate values in the attribute A1-B1 of R-S schema. This will 
not occur in our proposed approach since those values that occur in both the A1 and B1 attributes (if 
any) are merged during the integration process and thus all values in the attribute A1-B1 are unique. 

 
(c) The global schema, R-S(A1-B1, C1, …, Ck), has only a single primary key. In our proposed 

approach, the global schema is derived iff δ-ANM(A1, B1) ≠ 0, δ-DTM(A1, B1) = 100%, and δ-
CM(A1, B1) = 100%, in which the attributes A1 and B1 are merged as a single primary key attribute 
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A1-B1. As shown in (a), the roles of non-prime attributes in the initial input schemas are never 
changed. Therefore the global schema, R-S(A1-B1, C1, …, Ck), has only a single primary key A1-B1. 

 

Generally, there are three different cases to integrate two schemas into a global schema based on 
the properties of primary key attribute as shown in Table 10. The correctness of schema integration 
process for these cases is similar to the general case (I). 
 

Table 10. Relationship between Two Different Schemas Based on the Properties of Primary Key Attribute 
Case Input Output 
Equal, R = S D1: R(A1, A2, …, An) 

D2: S(B1, B2, …, Bm) 
R(A1, A2, …, An) 
 

Subset, S ⊆ R D1: R(A1, A2, …, An) 
D2: S(B1, B2, …, Bm) 

R(A1, A2, …, An) 
 

Overlap, R ∩ S ≠ {} D1: R(A1, A2, …, An) 
D2: S(B1, B2, …, Bm) 

R-S(A1-B1, C1, …, Ck) 

 
II. The properties of a foreign key attribute. Consider the general case which is illustrated in Table 11. 
 

Given the input schemas, R(A1, A2, …, An) of D1, S(B1, B2, …, Bm) of D2, and the foreign key 
dependencies Ai � Fp, Bj � Eq, the properties of the foreign key of the input schemas are maintained in 
the derived global schema R-S(A1-B1, C1, …, Ck).  
 

Table 11. The Matching Process for Foreign Key Attribute 
Input/Output Matching Rules 
Input: 
D1: R(A1, A2, …, An) 
D2: S(B1, B2, …, Bm) 
 
Ai � Fp 

Bj � Eq 

 

Output: 
R-S(A1-B1, C1, …, Ck) 
 
 Cl � {Fp, Eq} 
 

Relation Level: 
δ-RSM(R, S) ≠ 0 
 
Attribute Level: 
 
(a) Primary key attributes A1 and B1 are merged as a single primary key attribute A1-B1. 
 
δ-ANM(A1, B1) ≠ 0, δ-DTM(A1, B1) = 100%, and δ-CM(A1, B1) = 100% 
 
(b) Non-prime attributes Ai and Bj which are foreign keys are merged as a single 

attribute Cl. 
 
δ-ANM(Ai, Bj) ≠ 0, δ-DTM(Ai, Bj) = 100%, δ-CM(Ai, Bj) = 100%, and δ-IDM(Ai, Bj) 
≥ 50%. 
 
(c) Non-prime attributes Ai and Bj are merged as a single attribute Cl. 
 
δ-ANM(Ai, Bj) ≠ 0 or δ-IDM(Ai, Bj) ≥ 50%, δ-DTM(Ai, Bj) = 100%, and δ-CM(Ai, Bj) 
= 100%. 
 
(d) Other attributes are maintained as they are. 

 
(a) The foreign key dependencies Ai � Fp of R and Bj � Eq of S are still maintain in the derived global 

schema R-S. The properties of the foreign key dependency of the input schemas are violated if: 
 

• The foreign key dependency Ai � Fp of R or the foreign key dependency Bj � Eq of S is not the 
foreign key of R-S. The matching rules in our proposed approach never change the role of an 
attribute, and thus the attributes Ai and Bj will still maintain their roles as foreign key in the 
derived global schema. 

• A non-key attribute Ai of R or a non-key attribute Bj of S is the foreign key of R-S. The 
matching rules in our proposed approach never change the role of an attribute, and thus a non-
key attribute will never be a key attribute (either primary or foreign) in the derived global 
schema.  

• Both the foreign key attributes, Ai, of R and the foreign key Bj of S, are not the foreign keys of 
R-S. The matching rules in our proposed approach never change the role of an attribute, and 
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thus the attributes Ai and Bj will still maintain their roles as foreign key in the derived global 
schema. 

 
(b) The values of the foreign key attribute Cl of the derived global schema refer to the values of the 

appropriate referenced attributes. As the attribute Ai is the foreign key attribute of the relation 
schema R, thus each value of the attribute Ai has a matching value in the attribute Fp. Also, as the 
attribute Bj is the foreign key attribute of the relation schema S, thus each value of the attribute Bj 

has a matching value in the attribute Eq. The property of a foreign key is violated if there is at least 
a value in the attribute Cl which has no corresponding value in the attributes Fp and Eq which is 
impossible as initially each value can be found in the corresponding attributes. 

 
(c) The referenced attributes Fp and Eq are part of the global schema. In our approach, none of the 

attributes are eliminated. They are either merged or maintained as they are. Therefore, the attributes 
Fp and Eq are part of the global schema. 

 
(d) Merging the attributes Ai and Bj as a single attribute Cl and merging the foreign key dependencies Ai 

� Fp and Bj � Eq as the foreign key dependency Cl � {Fp, Eq}. Based on (b), the values of the 
foreign key attribute of the derived global schema refer to the appropriate referenced attributes and 
therefore, the initial dependencies will still maintain in the derived global schema. 
 

Generally, there are four different cases to integrate two schemas into a global schema based on the 
properties of foreign key attribute as shown in Table 12. The correctness of the schema integration 
process for these cases is similar to the general case (II). 
 

Table 12. Cases based on Foreign Key Attribute 
Case Input Output 
 
Foreign key in the relation schema R 

D1: R(A1, A2, …, An) 
D2: S(B1, B2, …, Bm) 
 
Ai � Fp 

R-S(A1-B1, C1, …, Ck) 
 
Cl � Fp 

 
Foreign key in the relation schema S 

D1: R(A1, A2, …, An) 
D2: S(B1, B2, …, Bm) 
 
Bj � Eq 

R-S(A1-B1, C1, …, Ck) 
 
Cl � Eq 

Foreign keys in the relation schemas R and S  
 
There is no similarities between their foreign key attributes 

D1: R(A1, A2, …, An) 
D2: S(B1, B2, …, Bm) 
 
Ai � Fp 
Bj � Eq 

R-S(A1-B1, C1, …, Ck) 
 
Cl � Fp 

Cr � Eq 

 
Foreign keys in the relation schemas R and S 
 
There are similarities between their foreign key attributes 

D1: R(A1, A2, …, An) 
D2: S(B1, B2, …, Bm) 
 
Ai � Fp 

Bj � Eq 

R-S(A1-B1, C1, …, Ck) 
 
Cl � {Fp, Eq}  

 
Although our proposed approach for schema integration is a binary process which takes two 

schemas as input and generate a global schema, but the mentioned properties will still be maintained 
when integrating more than two schemas. This is clearly shown by the following example. Integrating 
two relation schemas R1 and R2 produces an intermediate schema R3 that satisfies the properties of the 
initial input schemas R1 and R2 and the characteristics of relational model as discussed before. 
Integrating the intermediate schema R3 with another schema for instance R4 derives another 
intermediate schema that will definitely satisfy the properties of the input schemas R3 and R4 and the 
characteristics of relational model with the same argument as mentioned before. Consequently, the 
global schemas derived by this process will definitely satisfy the properties of the initial input schemas 
and the characteristics of relational model.  

Based on the above arguments, it is clear that our derived global schema maintains the properties of 
the initial input schemas as well as the characteristics of the relational model with regards to primary 
keys, foreign keys, and non-prime attributes. 
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Several analyses have been performed to evaluate the performance of our proposed approach in 
integrating relational databases’ schemas. In this section, we explain them in more details. 

 
4.1  Analysis 1 

 
The first analysis is performed in order to show that the elements considered in this paper namely: 

attribute name, data type, role of an attribute, and instance data can affect on the decision whether 
attributes should be merged or not. None of the previous research works have considered these four 
elements together in their solutions. The results of this analysis are presented in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8.  

The percentage of similarities when more than one matcher is considered is calculated by the 
following formula:  
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where N is the number of matchers considered and M is the matcher, i.e. ANM, DTM, CM, or IDM.  
The percentage of matched attributes between two relation schemas Riq and Rjr is calculated by the 
following formula:  
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From Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, it is clear that in most cases, the percentage of similarities and the 
percentage of matched attributes changed whenever a different element is considered. For example the 
percentage of similarities between Cistron and Genome when n-gram and synonym methods are applied 
is 72% while this percentage increased to 86% and 93% (Fig. 7) when data type and role of the 
attribute are considered, respectively. This result shows that these elements have affect on the 
percentage of similarities and the percentage of matched attributes and thus affect on the final result of 
integration. From Fig. 8, it is observed that utilizing more elements does not mean that the percentage 
of matched attributes will increase. This is because two attributes might have similarities in terms of 
their names but they might have different data types or even different roles. 
 
4.2  Analysis 2 

 
The second analysis is performed in order to measure the accuracy of the match results. We used 

Precision (P), Recall (R), F-measure (F), and Similarity (S) [45, 46], to measure the accuracy of the 
results that are automatically derived using our proposed matchers. The sets shown in Fig. 9 can be 
used to define quality measures for schema matching. In particular, the set of derived matches is 
comprised of B, the true positives, and C, the false positives. False negatives, A, are matches needed 
but not automatically identified, while false positives, C, are matches falsely proposed by the automatic 
match operation. True negatives, D, are false matches, which have been correctly discarded by the 
automatic match operation. Intuitively, both false negatives, A, and false positives, C, reduce the match 
accuracy [42]. To provide a basis for evaluating the accuracy of the results, the match task was first 
conducted manually by human experts. Then, these results were used to evaluate the results produced 
by our proposed approach based on the P, R, F-measure, and S.
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Fig. 7. Percentage of Similarities with Different Matchers 
 

(A) synonym (B) n-gram A and B
A, B, and Instance 

Data (C) 
A, B, C, and Data 

Type (D) 
A, B, C, D, and  

Key Constraint (E)

Gene and Cistron: Gene and Cistron 100% 53% 77% 77% 89% 95%

Gene and Cistron: Organism and Organism 100% 42% 71% 71% 86% 93%

Gene and Gene_Product: Gene and GeneProduct 100% 62% 81% 74% 87% 94%

Gene and Gene_Product: Organism and Species 100% 43% 72% 72% 86% 93%

Gene and Genome: Gene and Genome 100% 67% 84% 84% 92% 96%

Cistron and Gene_Product: Cistron and GeneProduct 100% 54% 77% 77% 89% 95%

Cistron and Gene_Product: Organism and Species 100% 68% 84% 84% 92% 96%

Cistron and Genome: Cistron and Genome 100% 43% 72% 72% 86% 93%

Gene_Product and Genome: GeneProduct and Genome 100% 30% 65% 65% 83% 92%

Gene_Product and Genome: Chromo and Gene_Chromosome 100% 56% 78% 78% 89% 95%
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Fig. 8. Percentage of Matched Attributes with Different Matchers

(A) synonym (B) n-gram A and B
A, B, and Instance 

Data (C) 
A, B, C, and Data 

Type (D) 
A, B, C, D, and 

Key Constraint (E) 

Gene and Cistron: Gene and Cistron 14% 38% 52% 52% 52% 52%

Gene and Cistron: Organism and Organism 40% 40% 80% 80% 80% 60%

Gene and Gene_Product: Gene and GeneProduct 14% 44% 58% 72% 72% 57%

Gene and Gene_Product: Organism and Species 44% 22% 66% 66% 66% 66%

Gene and Genome: Gene and Genome 25% 50% 75% 75% 75% 60%

Cistron and Gene_Product: Cistron and GeneProduct 42% 42% 84% 84% 84% 72%

Cistron and Gene_Product: Organism and Species 44% 44% 88% 88% 88% 88%

Cistron and Genome: Cistron and Genome 14% 43% 57% 57% 57% 48%

Gene_Product and Genome: GeneProduct and Genome 21% 38% 59% 59% 44% 44%

Gene_Product and Genome: Chromo and Gene_Chromosome 22% 66% 88% 88% 88% 88%
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Fig. 9. Comparing the Automatically Derived Matches with the Real Matches [42] 
 

Precision (P) and Recall (R) are computed as follow:  
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The weighted harmonic of these two measures, F-measure and Similarity, are calculated as follows: 
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Table 13 shows the results of P, R, F, and S based on the matchers used in our proposed approach. 

From Table 13, the following can be concluded:  
 

• We achieved 100% for P, R, F, and S when matching the relations using the Relation Schemas 
Matcher. This indicates that our proposed Relation Schemas Matcher produced the same matched 
results as those produced by the human experts.  

• The results of P, R, F, and S increased whenever more matchers at the attribute level are used. It 
indicates that when more matchers are used, the more accurate results are produced by our 
proposed approach. For example, we achieved 65%, 60%, 63%, and 45% for P, R, F, and S, 
respectively when matching the attributes using the Attribute Name Matcher. The results of P, R, F, 
and S increased after matching the attributes using the Data Type Matcher, Constraint Matcher, and 
Instance Data Matcher with 92%, 88%, 90%, and 81%, respectively. 

 
Table 13. The Results of Precision (P), Recall (R), F-measure (F), and Similarity (S) 

Matchers P (%) R (%) F (%) S (%) 
Relation Schemas Matcher (RSM) 100 100 100 100 
Attribute Name Matcher (ANM) 65 60 63 45 
Data Type Matcher (DTM) 68 60 64 47 
Constraint Matcher (CM) 84 84 84 72 
Instance Data Matcher (IDM) 92 88 90 81 
Final Results 91 84 88 78 

 
The accuracy of the match results using our proposed approach is then compared to the previous 

approaches. Table 14 shows the performance comparison with respect to Precision (P), Recall (R), F-
measure (F), and Similarity (S) based on the elements used by the previous approaches. As shown in 
Table 14, our proposed approach achieved the highest value of P with 91%, R with 84%, F with 88%, 
and S with 78% compared to the previous approaches. This concludes that our match results are more 
accurate than those produced by previous approaches. 
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Table 14. Performance Comparison with respect to Precision (P), Recall (R), F-measure (F), and Similarity 
(S) 

Matchers 
Element Used P 

(%) 
R 

(%) 
F 

 (%) 
S 

(%) 
Our Proposed Approach As shown in Table 13 91 84 88 78 
SEMINT [4] Attribute Name (n-gram), Constraint, Instance Data 62 64 63 46 
iMAP [13] Attribute Name (n-gram), Data Type, Instance Data 50 48 49 32 
Cupid [11] Attribute Name (synonym), Data Type, Instance Data 75 60 67 50 
Similarity Flooding (SF) [12] Attribute Name (n-gram) 40 40 40 26 
Matching using Duplicates [17] Attribute Name (n-gram), Instance Data 74 56 64 47 
CSM [14] Attribute Name (n-gram), Data Type, Instance Data 50 48 49 32 

 
4.3  Analysis 3 

 
The final analysis is performed in order to verify the correctness of the global schemas produced by 

our matchers compared to the global schemas produced based on the elements used by the previous 
approaches. Fig. 10 shows the global schemas derived based on the databases’ schemas given in 
Section 3. Fig. 10 (a) shows the results using our proposed matchers while Fig. 10 (b)-(f) show the 
global schemas produced based on the elements used by previous approaches. It is important to 
emphasis here that these results are produced without user intervention to highlight that some 
approaches require user interaction in order to achieve correct results. Therefore, the results presented 
here might be different from those reported in the previous works especially those approaches 
requiring user intervention.  

From Fig. 10 (a)-(f), the following results can be concluded: 
 

• It is observed that without user intervention, i.e. automating the process of schema integration, 
applying different types of matchers produce different global schemas. 

• In the Cupid [11], Similarity Flooding (SF) [12], iMAP [13], Matching using Duplicates [17], and 
CSM [14] approaches, the two attributes CHRO and CHR are merged as a single attribute since 
these approaches do not consider the properties of foreign key attribute in their matchers. Both the 
CHRO and CHR achieved 80% similarities based on their names and since the data type of both 
attributes is integer, then they are also considered matched by the Data Type Matcher. However, 
they are considered not matched by the Constraint Matcher since CHRO is a simple attribute of the 
Gene relation while CHR is a foreign key attribute of the Genome relation that refers to the CHRO 
attribute of the Gene_Chromosome relation. Merging them together will violate the properties of a 
foreign key attribute as explained in section 3.3. 

• In the Similarity Flooding (SF) approach [12], the two attributes Nucl and Type are not merged 
together since this approach does not consider schema matching at the instance level. As explained 
in subsection 3.2.5, the attributes Nucl and Type achieved 67% similarities with respect to their 
instance data which is identified by the Instance Data Matcher, and thus in our proposed approach, 
these attributes are merged together. 

• In the SEMINT [4], Similarity Flooding (SF) [12], iMAP [13], and CSM [14] approaches, the two 
attributes Comments and Description are not merged together since these approaches do not use 
synonym method during the process of schema matching. Using the synonym method of the 
Attribute Name Matcher, Comments and Description achieved 100% similarities. Moreover, these 
attributes have the same data type, i.e. varchar2, and role, i.e. simple attribute. Thus, they are 
considered as matched and should be merged together. 

• In the SEMINT [4], Similarity Flooding (SF) [12], and Matching using Duplicates [17] approaches, 
the three attributes Ref, Dbxref, and Strend are merged as a single attribute since these approaches 
do not consider the data type during the process of schema matching. In our proposed approach, Ref 
and Dbxref are merged together as they have similarities with respect to the name, data type, and 
role. However, these attributes are not merged with Strend as they are different from Strend with 
regards to data type. Ref and Dbxref have the same data type, i.e. varchar2, while the data type of 
Strend is integer. Including a mapping rule that maps the values of Ref and Dbxref to the equivalent 
values of Strend or otherwise, would make it possible to merge these attributes together. This would 
then require user interaction. 
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• The global schemas produced by the SEMINT [4], iMAP [13], Similarity Flooding (SF) [12], and 
CSM [14] approaches are incorrect since the relation Organism consists of two primary keys which 
violates the characteristics of relational model. Using the synonym method of the Attribute Name 
Matcher, the attribute Organism of the Organism relation and the attribute Species of the Species 
relation achieved 100% similarities. These two attributes have the same data type, i.e. integer, and 
play the same role, i.e. they are the primary key of the Organism relation and the Species relation, 
respectively. In our proposed approach, these attributes are merged together while in [4, 12, 13, 14] 
these attributes are not matched and thus occur separately in the integrated schema. This means that 
there are two attributes with the role of primary key in the integrated schema which violates the 
properties of a primary key attribute as explained in section 3.3. 
 

Based on this analysis, we can verify the correctness of the global schemas produced by our 
matchers compared to the global schemas produced based on the elements used by previous 
approaches. Our proposed approach gained better results since: 
• Both the structural and semantic information of schemas are exploited during the process of schema 

matching. In addition, we utilized both the n-gram and synonym methods to match relation and 
attribute names. Most importantly, employing the five matchers, namely: RSM, ANM, DTM, CM, 
and IDM has significantly improved the accurateness of the output, i.e. global schemas, as shown in 
Table 14. Here, we have also proved that the more information related to schemas is utilized, the 
more accurate the results of the schema matching process. 

• The process of merging and restructuring ensures that the generated global schemas maintain the 
characteristics of relational model. As most of the previous works depend on user intervention, thus 
the global schemas produced by their approach are later modified by the user to ensure that the final 
global schemas comply with the characteristics of relational model, which is not necessary in our 
approach. 

 
 

GID integer 
Name varchar 
Organism integer 
CHR integer 
Ref varchar 
Nucl varchar 
Strend integer 
Symbol varchar 
Comments varchar 
CHRO integer 
Species integer 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

(a) Global Schemas based on Our Proposed Matchers 
 
 

GID integer 
Name varchar 
Organism integer 
CHRO integer 
Ref varchar 
Nucl varchar 
Strend integer 
Symbol varchar 
Comments varchar 
Description varchar 
Species integer 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

(b) Global Schemas based on the Elements used by iMAP [13] and CSM [14] 

Organism Integer 
Organ_Name Varchar 
Symbol Varchar 
Description Varchar 
CHR Integer 
DBx Integer 
CHRO Integer 

ChromoID integer 
ChromoName varchar 
Type varchar 
Symbol varchar 
Description varchar 

Organism integer 
Organ_Name varchar 
Symbol varchar 
Description varchar 
CHRO integer 
DBx integer 
Comments varchar 
Species integer 

ChromoID integer 
ChromoName varchar 
Type varchar 
Symbol varchar 
Description varchar 
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GID integer 
Name varchar 
Organism integer 
CHR integer 
Ref varchar 
Nucl varchar 
Symbol varchar 
Comments varchar 
CHRO integer 
Species integer 
Description varchar 
Species integer 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

(c) Global Schemas based on the Elements used by SEMINT [4] 

 
GID integer 
Name varchar 
Organism integer 
CHRO integer 
Ref varchar 
Nucl varchar 
Symbol varchar 
Comments varchar 
Description varchar 
Species integer 
Type varchar 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

(d) Global Schemas based on the Elements used by Similarity Flooding (SF) [12] 

 
GID integer 
Name varchar 
Organism integer 
CHRO integer 
Ref varchar 
Nucl varchar 
Strend integer 
Symbol varchar 
Comments varchar 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

(e) Global Schemas based on the Elements used by Cupid [11] 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Organism Integer 
Organ_Name Varchar 
Symbol Varchar 
Description Varchar 
CHR Integer 
DBx Integer 
CHRO Integer 
Comments Varchar 
Species Integer 

ChromoID integer 
ChromoName varchar 
Type varchar 
Symbol varchar 
Description varchar 

Organism Integer 
Organ_Name Varchar 
Symbol Varchar 
Description Varchar 
CHRO Integer 
DBx Integer 
Comments Varchar 
Species Integer 

ChromoID integer 
ChromoName varchar 
Type varchar 
Symbol varchar 
Description varchar 

Organism Integer 
Organ_Name Varchar 
Symbol Varchar 
Description Varchar 
CHRO Integer 
DBx integer 

ChromoID integer 
ChromoName varchar 
Type varchar 
Symbol varchar 
Description varchar 
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GID integer 
Name varchar 
Organism integer 
CHRO integer 
Ref varchar 
Nucl varchar 
Symbol varchar 
Comments varchar 

 

 

 

 

(f) Global Schemas based on the Elements used by Matching using Duplicates [17] 

Fig. 10. Global Schemas Derived using Different Approaches 
 

 5.   CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we proposed an approach for integrating relational databases’ schemas through 
schema matching. Our proposed approach consists of five matchers, namely: Relation Schemas 
Matcher (RSM), Attribute Name Matcher (ANM), Data Type Matcher (DTM), Constraint Matcher 
(CM), and Instance Data Matcher (IDM). In comparison to other approaches, our proposed approach 
achieved the highest percentage of P, R, and F compared to the previous approaches and produced 
better global schemas during integration. As a future work, we intend to propose a novel approach for 
integrating heterogeneous XML databases’ schemas. 
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Appendix 
 
Input:  A set of databases, D = {D1, D2, D3, …, DP}; a set of relation schemas, R = {R11, R12, …, R1D1, …, RP1, RP2, …, RPDP} where Rij is the jth 
relation schema of the ith database; a set of attributes of Rij, Aij = {Aij1, Aij2, …, AijRij}where Aijl  is the lth attribute of the Rij relation; primary key 
attribute of  Rij = PK-Aijk. 
Output:  Group of matched relations, PS = {PS1, PS2, …, PSm}. 
Begin 
   PS = {}, NPS = {}, g = 1 
   /* Comparing D1 and D2 
   For q = 1 to D1 do 
      For r = 1 to D2 do 
      Begin 
         Matched = False 

δ-RSMn-gram ←  percentage(n-gram(R1q, R2r)) 
δ-RSMsynonym ←  percentage(synonym(R1q, R2r)) 
δ-RSM1q-2r = max(δ-RSMn-gram, δ-RSMsynonym) 
If δ-RSMsynonym = 100 or (δ-RSMsynonym = ‘-‘ and δ-RSMn-gram > 0) then  
Begin 
   Data Type Matcher (PK-A1qk, PK-A2rk) 
   If Matched = True then 
   Begin 
      PSg = PSg ∪ {R1q, R2r} 
      δ-RSMPSg = δ-RSM1q-2r 
      g = g + 1 
   End 
End 

      End 
      For v = 1 to m - 1do 
         For x = v + 1 to m do   
         Begin  
            If PSv ∩ PSx ≠ {} then 
            Begin             
               If δ-RSMPSv > δ-RSMPSx then PS = PS - PSx 
                       Else PS = PS - PSv 

                       g = g – 1 
            End 
         End 
         /* Collect the non matched relation schemas 
         For q = 1 to D1 do 
         Begin 
            If R1q ∉ PS then NPS = NPS ∪ {R1q}   
         End 
         For r = 1 to D2 do 
         Begin 
            If R2r ∉ PS then NPS = NPS ∪ {R2r}   
         End 
         /* Comparing the next Di  
         For k = 3 to P do 
            For l = 1 to Dk do 
             /* Comparing with the previous results 
               For v =1 to m do 
               Begin   
                  For each element, Riq, not including Rk*, in PSv do 
                  Begin 
                     Matched = False 
                     δ-RSMn-gram ←  percentage(n-gram(Rkl, Riq)) 
                     δ-RSMsynonym ←  percentage(synonym(Rkl, Riq)) 
                     δ-RSMkl-iq = max(δ-RSMn-gram, δ-RSMsynonym) 
                     If δ-RSMsynonym = 100 or (δ-RSMsynonym = ‘-‘ and δ-RSMn-gram > 0) then  
                     Begin 
                        Data Type Matcher (PK-Aklk, PK-Aiqk) 
                        If Matched = True then 
                           If Rkl ∉ PSv then PSv = PSv ∪ {Rkl} 
                     End 
                  End 
               End 
               For v = 1 to m - 1do 
                  For x = v + 1 to m do  
                     If PSv  ∩  PSx ≠ {} then 
                     Begin  
                        max = 0 
                        For each element, Riq, not including Rk*, in PSv do 
                        Begin  
                           δ-RSMPSv =   δ-RSMkl-iq 
                           If δ-RSMPSv > max then max = δ-RSMPSv 
                        End 
                        δ-RSMPSv = max     
                        max = 0 
                        For each element, Riq, not including Rk*, in PSx do 
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                        Begin  
                           δ-RSMPSx =   δ-RSMkl-iq 
                           If δ-RSMPSx > max then max = δ-RSMPSx 
                        End 
                        δ-RSMPSx = max 
                     End                   
                     If δ-RSMPSv > δ-RSMPSx then PSx = PSx - {Rkl} 
                        Else PSv = PSv - {Rkl} 
               /* Comparing with each previous relation schemas 
               If Rkl ∉ PS then 
               Begin  
                  For each element, Riq, not including Rk*,in NPS do 
                  Begin 
                     Matched = False 
                     δ-RSMn-gram ← percentage(n-gram(Rkl, Riq)) 
                     δ-RSMsynonym ← percentage(synonym(Rkl, Riq)) 
                     If δ-RSMsynonym = 100 or (δ-RSMsynonym = ‘-‘ and δ-RSMn-gram > 0) then  
                     Begin                                 
                        Data Type Matcher (PK-Aklk, PK-Aiqk) 
                        If Matched = True then 
                        Begin  
                           PSg = PSg ∪ {Rkl, Riq} 
                           g = g + 1 
                           NPS = NPS - {Riq} 
                        End 
                     End 
                  End      
                  If Rkl ∉ PS then NPS = NPS ∪ {Rkl} 
               End 
End 
Note: not including Rk*, this is to avoid comparing two relation schemas, such as Rkl and Rks, that are from the same database, Dk. 

 
Fig. A1. Algorithm of Relation Schemas Matcher (RSM) in Detail 

 
Input: Group of matched relations, PS = {PS1, PS2, …, PSm}; a set of attributes of Rij, Aij = {Aij1, Aij2, …, AijRij}where Aijl  is the lth attribute of the 
Rij relation. 
Output:  Group of matched attributes, PA = {PA11, PA12, …, PA1PS1, …, PA21, PA22, …, PA2PS2, …, PAm1, PAm2, …, PAmPSm}. 
Begin 
   PA = {}, g = 1 
   For v = 1 to m do 
      For each element, Riq, in PSv do 
         For each remaining element, Rkl, in PSv do 
            For t = 1 to Riq do 
               For s = 1 to Rkl do 
               Begin 
                  Attribute Name Matcher (Aiqt, Akls) 
                  If Matched then  
                  Begin 
                     Data Type Matcher (Aiqt, Akls) 
                     If Matched then 
                     Begin 
                        Constraint Matcher (Aiqt, Akls) 
                        If Matched then  
                        Begin 
                           If Aiqt ∈ PA then 
                           Begin  
                              Get the group of Aiqt, PAxy 
                              PAxy = PAxy ∪ {Akls} 
                           End 
                           Else 
                           If Akls∈ PA then 
                           Begin 
                              Get the group of Akls, PAxy 
                              PAxy = PAxy ∪ {Aiqt} 
                           End 
                           Else 
                           Begin 
                              PAvg = PAvg ∪ {Aiqt, Akls} 
                              g = g + 1 
                           End  
                        End 
                        Else 
                        Begin 
                           PAvg = PAvg ∪ {Aiqt} 
                           g = g + 1 
                           PAvg = PAvg ∪ {Akls} 
                           g = g + 1  
                        End 
                     End 
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                  End 
                  Else 
                  Begin 
                     Instance Data Matcher (Aiqt, Akls) 
                     If Matched then 
                     Begin 
                        Data Type Matcher (Aiqt, Akls) 
                        If Matched then 
                           Begin 
                              Constraint Matcher (Aiqt, Akls)  
                              If Matched then  
                              Begin 
                                 If Aiqt ∈ PA then 
                                 Begin  
                                    Get the group of Aiqt, PAxy 
                                    PAxy = PAxy ∪ {Akls} 
                                 End 
                                 Else 
                                 If Akls ∈ PA then  
                                 Begin 
                                    Get the group of Akls, PAxy 
                                    PAxy = PAxy ∪ {Aiqt} 
                                 End 
                                 Else 
                                 Begin 
                                    PAvg = PAvg ∪ {Aiqt, Akls} 
                                    g = g + 1 
                                 End  
                              End 
                              Else 
                              Begin 
                                 PAvg = PAvg ∪ {Aiqt} 
                                 g = g + 1 
                                 PAvg = PAvg ∪ {Akls} 
                                 g = g + 1  
                              End 
                           End 
                        End 
                     End 
                  End 
                  For v = 1 to PSm do 
                     For g = 1 to m - 1 do 
                        For x = g + 1 to m do 
                        Begin  
                           If PAvg ∩  PAvx ≠ {} then 
                           Begin 
                              max = 0 
                              For each element, Aiqt, in PAvg do 
                                 For each remaining element, Akls, in PAvg do 
                                 Begin  
                                    δ-ANM PAvg =   δ-ANM iqt-kls 
                                    If δ-ANM PAvg > max then max = δ-ANM PAvg 
                                 End 
                                 δ-ANM PAvg = max 
                                 max = 0 
                                 For each element, Aiqt, in PAvx do 
                                    For each remaining element, Akls, in PAvx do 
                                    Begin  
                                       δ-ANM PAvx =   δ-ANM iqt-kls 
                                       If δ-ANM PAvx > max then max = δ-ANM PAvx 
                                    End 
                                    δ-ANM PAvx = max 
                           End 
                           If δ-ANM PAvg > δ-ANM PAvx then PAvx = PAvx - {Akls} 
                           Else PAvg = PAvg - {Akls} 
                        End 
End 

 
Fig. A2. The Flows of Matching the Elements of Relation Schemas 

 


